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ílRRANGJMENTü Tü ¿NSURE EFFICIENT FmíCTIONING OF ТЕШ 

Proposal by the Government of the Republic of Lebanon 

In accordance with the wishes of the Ministry of Public Health, Lebanon， 

the Director-General'transmits the following letter to members of the 

Executive Board for consideration. 

Dr• Brock Chisholm 
Director4xeneral 
World Health Organization 
Geneva 

Dear Sii， 

In reply to your circulars C,L,45-1951, OD-8-1 (9th) and С.L.46-1951> 

OD-2-1 (5th) of 6 August 1951， with reference respectively to the ninth session 

of the Executive Board and to the Fifth World Health Assembly,工 have pleasure 

in giving hereunder particulars concerning an item we desire to propose for 

inclusion in the agendas of these sessions. 

ARRANGEMENTS TO ENSURE EFFICIENT FUNCTIONING OF TEAMS 

This Department requests the Secretariat to be good enough to prepare a 

Beirut, 22 November 1951 

draft recommendation bearing in mind the following points： 
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The conclusion of the Fundamental Agreement between \IR0 and the Lebanese 

Government entailed interminable talks and negotiations - a thing to b© 

expected in fact in any country under a democratic parliamentary regime.-

Nevertheless, even vtoen the formalities were completed, the international 

malaria team, on returning from Alexandria where it had already snent 8-1/2 

months without doing anything, was unable to proceed with its work owing to 

lack of supplies； this delayed the implementation of the project and 

increased expenses both for "Ш0 and for the Qoveminent. 

In addition^ "while admitting that the team was able to commence the 

malaria control work "with material obtained on the spot, nevertheless the 

equipment mentioned in the Annexes to the above-mentioned Agreement only 

began to be unloaded at Beirut, article by article, four to five months after 

the arrival of the team staff. 

In short, Lebanon proposes a re-organization of the system by the 

adoption of a more logical, economical and practical method, and vrould draw 

particular attention to the advantages to be gained by some sound 

re-organization on the following lines： 

(a) The beneficiary country to be exempted from bearing charges 

in respect of accommodation and allowances of international 

personnel, the expenses incurred by the national staff only to 

be borne by the country. 

(b) International personnel to be sent only -when the national health 

authority has notified the Regional Office that all the 

conditions, YJhether of form or substance, have been fulfilled, 

i.e, that all obstacles to the commencement of work have been 

removed. The work would then proceed without delay. 

(c) International team st iff to be attached to a Region only >iihen 

the necessary preparatory т/ork has been done, instead of leaving 

them idle for entire months at Headquarters or at Regional 

Offices awaiting decisions m t h regard to operations in other 

countries. 
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International personnel entrusted with a mission in a country to 

be provided, from the moment they arrive, with all the supplies 

they will need and which are mentioned in a Supplementary Agree-

ment. In this connexion it would be desirable to adopt a 

resolution for setting up, in each Regional Office, a central 

depot from #iich the equipnent necessary for this type of work 

could be obtained at any moment • • • • laudable provision 他ich 

would save time - a factor upon "which success depends • 

(Signed) Bechir el Awar 

Minister of Public Health 


